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Abstract
Background: There have been concerns regarding the mental wellbeing of
emergency medical service staff, particularly when faced with multiple trauma exposures. This study aimed to describe a cross-sectional view of the
mental wellbeing status of emergency medical service workers, as well as to
comment on the usefulness of an electronic survey tool to reach staff that is
distributed across large geographical areas. Methods: The data presented
here are drawn from an anonymous, voluntary, electronic survey, made
available via the internet, to emergency medical service workers in the Western Cape province of South Africa. This paper reports on four domain expressions of mental wellbeing, namely disordered mood, problematic substance use, post-traumatic stress disorder, and domestic discord. Results:
Elevated rates were reported by this sample, across all four distress domains, i.e.
mood disorder = 12.3%; problematic substance use = 14.9%; post-traumatic
stress disorder = 11.9%; and domestic discord = 11.9%. These rates were generally similar to data from comparable emergency worker groups, and much
higher than local population estimates. Conclusions: The data support earlier
findings that emergency medical work is associated with increased risk for
symptoms of psychological distress, which present a strong case for regular
organizational monitoring of employees’ mental wellbeing. In this regard, a
brief, internet delivered, survey-type tool showed promise for screening employees, in order to guide further streaming of distressed individuals towards
appropriate support services. Further work is required to develop clear mechanisms for referral and intervention in order to optimize a confidential and
supportive monitoring program.
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Wellbeing, Psychological Distress

1. Introduction
Emergency medical services (EMS) work can have significant emotional costs,
with reports indicating elevated psychiatric symptoms and psychological distress
as a result of work exposure [1], with repeated exposure to suffering and trauma
among the factors contributing to this elevated risk [2]. Post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) has been a main focus of research on the mental health of this
population, with prevalence rates around 11% reported for emergency service
workers [1] [3]. Ambulance personnel are at particularly high risk, reporting
significantly higher rates of PTSD compared to other emergency services such as
police and firefighters [3]. Other possible mental health consequences of regular
trauma and stress in emergency medical work are less well studied. Reported
rates of depression (15%), anxiety (15%), and general psychological distress
(27%) in ambulance personnel are higher than population estimates [1], with
increasing rates of depression and anxiety observed as the burden of cumulative
trauma increases [4].
Reports from South African (SA) EMS indicate greater exposure to critical incidents by staff than comparable groups in the developed world [5], associated
with a range of adverse outcomes, with staff reporting problematic alcohol use
(22.5%), PTSD (2.4%), psychological aggression (4.5%), and physical assault
(1.9%) [5]. Further, South Africans are exposed to widespread community trauma [6], and EMS staff also face additional, potentially traumatic work-related
stressors that include direct criminal attacks on staff members while responding
to medical emergencies.
Concerns about the risk to SA EMS staff of developing a range of
post-traumatic stress responses after exposure to suffering and trauma, especially in the local context of multiple exposures, emphasized the need for the monitoring of mental wellbeing of employees. Against this background, a project was
initiated by the Western Cape (WC) EMS, with the aim of exploring mechanisms around mental wellbeing surveillance in support of employees.
This report aims to describe three aspects of the project, namely:
1) To provide a descriptive, cross-sectional view of the current mental wellbeing status of WC EMS staff during October 2018;
2) To comment on an electronic survey-type tool to provide access to all staff
members, who are distributed across a large geographical province; and
3) To consider the screen-to-stream concept to support employee wellbeing,

i.e. the use of survey type screening to inform streaming of distressed individuals
towards appropriate support services.
The report will present screening data across four domains of potential psychological distress after traumatic exposure, namely mood disorders, probleDOI: 10.4236/odem.2020.81002
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matic substance use, PTSD, and domestic discord.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample
The data presented here were drawn from an anonymous, voluntary, electronic
survey, made available to all WC EMS personnel during October 2018 (designed
to co-inside with mental health month), and who were invited to complete it at
their own initiative within the month-long time-period.

2.2. Measuring Tool
Responses were collected using an internet-based survey-type tool, which included items that tapped into symptoms from a range of syndromes associated
with post-trauma stress reactions. The full length survey comprised items from
DSM-5 syndromes [7], including mood and post-traumatic stress disorders, as
well as other short validated scales. The value of short screening scales in low
and middle income countries have convincingly been demonstrated [8], and
persuasive validation of DSM-5 self-rated screeners specifically have also been
reported [9] [10]. Only results from the four domains of potential psychological
distress mentioned above are reported here.
The mood domain comprised items for the DSM-5 Major Depressive Disorder criteria [7], which cover the two core depressive symptoms (depressed mood
and anhedonia), as well as somatic symptoms and negative cognitions. A score
of 5 was used to determine a limited DSM-5 criteria threshold to indicate a conservative estimation of cases of concern. A score of 4 suggested a need for further assessment.
Problematic alcohol use was determined using the validated 4-item CAGE
[11] [12], with a score ≥2 indicative of concern. A score of 1 suggested a need for
further assessment. Problematic drug use was determined by a positive response
to the validated Single-Question Screening Test for Drug Use in Primary Care
scale [13].
The PTSD domain comprised items for the DSM-5 Post-traumatic Stress Disorder criteria [7], which cover intrusive symptoms, avoidance, negative alterations in cognition and mood, and alterations in arousal. Diagnostic likelihood
was determined using two methods. Firstly, a score ≥3 on the validated
PC-PTSD-5 [14] were considered indicative of concern. Secondly, an expanded
formula based on DSM-5 criteria [7] was used to indicate a more conservative
estimate (i.e. score ≥6). Participants answered questions specifically on
work-related PTSD, and further indicated exposure to non-work-related trauma.
If they answered yes to the latter, they were directed to answer similar PTSD
questions within the non-work-related context.
Possible work-home spill-over were determined by three items reflecting domestic discord, where a score of 3 was considered a conservative indicator of
work exposure influencing relations at home. A score of 2 suggested need for
DOI: 10.4236/odem.2020.81002
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further assessment. This scale was developed specifically for the study.
The survey was introduced to the participants under the title of Mental Well-

ness. The survey introduction made the explicit link to “mental health in emergency medical services”, and how work-related experiences of staff may impact
on their mental wellbeing. The survey items were worded to imply both a change
from previous functioning, and the unpleasant nature of the symptoms.
The survey was further designed to provide immediate feedback to participants. Summed scores in each domain triggered feedback options of either reassurance, or encouragement to make contact with their general practitioners or
work supervisors, whichever was the most appropriate to the context. Feedback
occurred at the end of each domain’s items.

2.3. Interpretation of Responses
Although the link to work exposure was implied, direct causality of symptoms to
work exposure could not be assumed, except in the case of work-related PTSD,
which made specific reference to work events.
Symptoms were calculated and compared to guidelines (e.g. minimum requirements for diagnostic likelihood), to indicate cases of concern. Although
different interpretative frameworks were available, only two sets of findings are
reported here. The first used the most conservative estimates, indicating the
highest likelihood of meeting diagnostic thresholds, while the second used the
criteria for referral for further assessment. This is presented in Table 1.

3. Results
Through the month-long survey, 268 usable responses were obtained (±31% response rate). This met minimum sample size requirements, which allowed further analyses. Of the participants, 3.6% were registered with the Medical & Dental Board (of the HPCSA), 63.5% with the Emergency Care Board (of the
HPCSA), 3.1% were registered with other HPCSA Boards, and 29.8% were not
registered with the HPCSA (e.g. Call Centre staff). Responses were received from
Table 1. Outcomes of survey responses across mental wellbeing domains.
Number of
completed
responses

Met criteria
suggesting current
diagnosis

Met criteria for
referral for further
assessment

N

(n)/%

(n)/%

PTSD - work related

243

(29) 11.9%

(50) 20.6%

PTSD – not work related

75

(11) 4.5%

(24) 9.9%

Mood (depression)

243

(30) 12.3%

(51) 19.0%

Problematic alcohol use

249

(37) 14.9%

(58) 23.3%

Drug misuse

249

(34) 13.7%

Domestic discord

236

(28) 11.9%

Diagnostic category
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nine different geographical locations.
Conservatively, when using DSM-5 criteria, 11.9% of the sample reported
symptoms suggesting current PTSD associated with work-related traumatic exposure. Further, 4.5% of the sample reported symptoms suggesting current
PTSD related to traumatic exposure outside of work, and which constituted a
63.6% overlap with work-related PTSD. In total, 32% of the sample reported exposure to both work- and non-work-related trauma.
Additionally, when applying both DSM-5 symptom and time criteria, 12.3%
of the sample reported symptoms suggesting current major depressive disorder.
Further, 14.9% of the sample indicated possible problematic alcohol use (based
on CAGE responses), while 13.7% indicated problematic drug use, with an overlap of 29.4% between alcohol and drug (mis) use. Domestic discord, as indicator
of work-stress spilling over into home life, was reported by 11.9% of the sample.
Of the participants who met criteria for work-related PTSD, 62.1% also reported symptoms consistent with mood disorder, while 41.4% reported problematic alcohol or drug use, and 48.3% reported domestic discord. This suggests
substantial co-morbidity in this sample.

4. Discussion
The first aim of this report was to describe a cross-sectional view of the mental
wellbeing status of WC EMS staff. It is based on a relatively small sample, and
some bias in who completed the survey could be assumed, in that individuals
who experienced distress may have been more likely to participate. However, the
outcomes reported represent extremely conservative estimates, and may reflect
reasonable incidences of significant mental distress.
The 11.9% prevalence rate of PTSD in this sample were similar to international pooled EMS rates of 11% [1], and much higher than a previous report of 2.4%
for WC EMS staff (which used a different measure [5]). It was also much higher
than the SA 12-month prevalence estimate of 0.6% [15]. The 12.3% prevalence
rate of mood disorder in this sample were also similar to international pooled
EMS rates of 15% [1], and higher than the SA 12-month prevalence estimate of 4.9%
[15]. Reports of problematic use of alcohol/substances (namely 14.9%/13.7%) were
generally similar to a previous report of 22.5% for WC EMS staff (which used
the same measure [5]), and higher than the SA 12-month prevalence estimate of
5.8% [15]. This sample of WC EMS staff reported higher rates of PTSD, depression, and problematic substance use than other South Africans, and similar to
EMS workers elsewhere.
The data also highlighted the issue of complex PTSD, in that 32% participants
reported exposure to trauma both at work and outside of it. The cumulative effect of multiple trauma exposure on psychological distress in SA is well established [6], and may require careful monitoring in the EMS context to ensure
adequate support is offered to high risk employees.
The data is a further reminder that post-traumatic stress can be expressed
DOI: 10.4236/odem.2020.81002
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through various forms of compromised mental wellbeing, and is not limited to
PTSD. This could be seen in the high co-morbidity of PTSD and mood (62.1%),
and PTSD and problematic substance use (41.2%). Measures of disrupted mood,
problematic substance use, and domestic discord may therefore need to be included when considering the impact of work on mental wellbeing.
The second aim was to consider an electronic survey-type tool delivered via
the internet, as a mechanism to reach staff members distributed across a large
geographical province. Responses from at least nine separate areas suggested
wide geographical coverage of the project, and indicate promise for this type of
surveillance mechanism to support employees, particularly those outside major
urban centers.
The third aim was to explore possible mechanisms to respond to reported indicators of distress. Although informal reports suggest that real-time feedback
was experienced positively, participants’ actual responses to the feedback
prompts are not known, and this limitation of the study require further research.
However, the concept of a screening mechanism to enable streaming of at-risk
employees towards appropriate support services remain pertinent, and could
become a significant means to achieve organizational support for employees’
mental wellbeing.
The study had a number of limitations: In the literature on the topic, different
measures are reported across studies. Although this study used the internationally recognized DSM-5 criteria and other validated scales, the diversity of previously reported measures may limit comparison of results across various samples. The current study also did not differentiate between different professional
groups within EMS, and given that their work (and thus exposure) may be different, further research is necessary to address context-specific outcomes (e.g.
emergency room doctors versus ambulance personnel).

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the data support earlier findings that emergency medical work is
associated with elevated symptoms of psychological distress, which present a
strong case for regular organizational monitoring of employees’ mental wellbeing. In this regard, a brief, internet delivered, survey-type tool showed promise
as a proof of concept for the screening of employees. This could in future guide
further streaming of distressed individuals towards appropriate support services.
The proof of concept is supported by the findings that, firstly, the internet-based
survey reported outcomes similar to other studies on EMS personnel, and secondly, by the wide geographical distribution from where responses were submitted.
Further work is now required to develop clear mechanisms for referral and
intervention in order to optimize a confidential and supportive monitoring program.
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